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Abstract
A robust liquidity position is a prerequisite for the banking system to function properly and to provide credit 
to real sector. When Lehman Brothers collapsed in September 2008, the liquidity shock wave hit the
Romanian banking system, causing severe disruptions in credit activity. Banks become reluctant to lend
money to other banks and hoard liquidity if they fear of defaults in banking sector or anticipate liquidity 
shortage. The purpose of this paper is to assess the factors with strong influence over the liquidity of interbank 
deposits market using the OLS estimator. The results show influence in case of banks funding structure and
market share of foreign banks in the banking system as well. 
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1. Introduction
Liquidity hoarding in the banking sector is caused by mistrust in other banks ability to reimburse the loans
and the expectations of a severe liquidity shortage in near term. This type of behaviour occurred in the
aftermath of Lehman Brothers bankruptcy in September 2008 across the global financial system. Any
disruption in liquidity flows within the banking sector has the capacity to jeopardize the lending activity and 
consequently the banking system stability.
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The liquidity of interbank deposits market depends on a large number of factors, from developments in 
financial markets to macroeconomic conditions and external shocks. In case of Romanian banking system, 
European financial institutions own a large share of the active banks. This makes the Romanian banking 
system highly vulnerable to external shocks. In October 2008, the global turmoil triggered a negative outlook 
for emerging markets in Eastern Europe and liquidity slumped in those markets without any change in 
fundamentals. That pure external contagion had strong implications for Romanian financial sector and caused 
a downturn spiral involving the banking system and the real sector. 
Besides the external influence, the liquidity of interbank deposits market depends on macroeconomic 
conditions. Robust fiscal and economic developments provide incentives for banks to lend their liquidity 
surplus to other banks with temporary deficits and thus to preserve the financial stability. Other factors able to 
change banks willingness to lend money on interbank market can be the liquidity risk of the banking system 
itself and developments in the exchange rate markets, where banks trade liquidity in local currency against 
liquidity in foreign currency.  
Observing the factors that influence banks willingness to provide short term liquidity to other banks during 
two liquidity regimes (prior and after the onset of global financial crisis), the paper offers a perspective on the 
features of Romanian banking system liquidity.  
2. Literature Review 
A large number of studies on banking system liquidity risk had been published since the onset of global 
financial crisis in September 2008. The causes staying at the roots of the crisis were observed by Eichengreen 
et al., 2012 and Covitz et al., 2009, whereas the implications and risk developments during the global crisis 
were analysed by Aiyar, 2011, Cornett et al., 2011, Beirne et al., 2009, Mannasoo and Mazes, 2009 and 
Ivashina and Scharfstein, 2010. The liquidity risk increased significantly in 2008 in the developed markets 
and had negative consequences in the emerging markets as well through contagion. Adrian and Brunnermeier, 
2011 proposed a COVAR approach to identify systemically important financial institutions and considered 
several indicators, including the institutions’ liquidity risk exposure.   
The cross border financial groups allow the imbalances to transfer with high velocity between countries 
during global financial turmoil. Cetorelli and Goldberg, 2011, Haas and Lelyveld, 2006, Detragiache and 
Gupta, 2004 and Pokutta and Schmaltz, 2010 provide evidence in this respect. On the other side, Dinger, 2009 
emphasized the stability brought by foreign banks presence in emerging markets. 
Banks act as liquidity providers for both depositors and borrowers. King, 2010, Kunt and Huizinga, 2010, 
Gatev et al., 2006 and Chang and Lin, 2005 observed the linkages between lending and funding and focused 
on liquidity risk stemming from both activities. Gatev et al., 2006 concluded that it is more efficient from the 
liquidity management point of view to perform both activities by the same financial institution rather than 
splitting lending from financing in separate specialized financial institutions. 
Other studies regarding banking system liquidity include Belke et al., 2010 who emphasize the links with 
asset markets and Skeie, 2008 who observed that liquidity crisis occur not only because of the maturity 
mismatch in banks balance sheet. Banks must adjust and optimize their liquidity buffer on a continuous basis.  
3. Data 
This study use data covering Romanian banking system, domestic macroeconomic indicators and 
developments on European financial markets between January 2007 and December 2012. The data frequency 
is daily for financial markets (except interbank deposits market), while bank balance sheet data and interbank 
deposits market have monthly frequency and the macroeconomic indicators are available in quarterly basis.  
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Most of the Romanian banks are branches or subsidiaries of foreign financial groups. The banking system 
privatization process was almost completed prior to Romanian ascension in European Union in 2007. In 
Figure 1 one can observe that foreign banks have owned over 80% of banking system assets since 2005, 
whereas institutions located in Austria, France and Greece are the largest investors in the local banking 
system. 
  
Figure 1. (a) The market share of foreign banks in Romanian banking system; (b) The structure banks ownership in Romania (breakdown 
by origin country of capital) (June 2012) 
Source: National Bank of Romania, Financial Stability Reports 
 
The interbank deposits turnover expanded until early 2008, but the global financial crisis reversed the trend 
(Figure 2). As of December 2012, the level of interbank deposits activity was well bellow the peak recorded 
in 2008. 
 
Figure 2. Interbank deposits in Romania (daily turnover) 
Source: National Bank of Romania 
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4. The Model 
The model considered for this paper is a linear regression with the interbank deposits as endogenous variable 
and 3 vectors of exogenous variables. The model is the following: 
       
 ܫܰܶܧܴܤܣܰܭ̴ܦܧ ௧ܲ ൌ ߚ଴ ൅ ߚଵܫܰܶܧܴܤܣܰܭ̴ܦܧ ௧ܲିଵ ൅ߚଶܺ௧ ൅ ߚଷ ௧ܻ ൅ ߚସܼ௧ ൅ ݑ௧                            (1) 
                                                                                  
    where X = [LIQUID_ASSETS, TERM_DEP, CREDIT_GROWTH, EXCHANGE_RATE] 
 Y = [FOREIGN_BANKS, VSTOXX] 
 Z = [GDP_GROWTH, CREDIT_GDP, FISCAL] 
The variables expected to influence money market liquidity are split into 3 sets: X includes bank balance 
sheet variables and domestic financial market developments, Y tests for external implications and Z contains 
macroeconomic indicators. For detailed explanations see Appendix A. Due to the high autocorrelation of 
order 1 of interbank deposits time series, the endogenous variable is also inserted as exogenous with 1 lag. 
The market share of foreign banks in Romanian banking system and the VSTOXX volatility index for 
European capital markets were introduced into the model to capture a possible contagion effect from the 
developed financial markets to the Romanian banking system. The VSTOXX index was preferable than VIX 
because the Romanian financial system is highly connected with the European one, while contagion from US 
markets impact the domestic system through developments in Europe financial markets. 
The model is estimated using the OLS technique that is expected to provide efficient results considering the 
linear relationship tested by the model. The 1 lagged endogenous variable entered as exogenous variable 
corrects for autocorrelation in residuals, tested with the Durbin-Watson statistic. 
5. The Model Results for Romanian Banking System  
The exogenous variables are selected taking into account the economic theory regarding the possible 
determinants of interbank liquidity. Because the OLS estimator can generate bias results or large standard 
errors under multicollinearity, we measure the correlation between the exogenous variables prior to 
coefficient estimations. The correlation matrix is presented in Appendix B. The correlation threshold is set at 
0.4 for this study and the threshold is exceeded by four pairs of exogenous variables: (LIQUID_ASSETS, 
GDP_GROWTH), (CREDIT_GROWTH, EXCHANGE_RATE), (CREDIT_GROWTH, CREDIT_GDP) and 
(GDP_GROWTH, FISCAL). Based on the correlation matrix, the variables GDP_GROWTH and 
CREDIT_GROWTH are dropped from the model. 
The model is estimated twofold because the macroeconomic variables are interpolated (with a Piecewise 
Cubic Hermite function). First only the non-interpolated exogenous variables are included in the model and 
afterwards the model is estimated using all the exogenous variables. No significant differences between the 
results obtained for the two estimations indicate robust coefficient results. 
A banking system funded with term deposit is perceived as more stable than a banking system funded through 
demand deposits, as pointed by the estimation results (Table 1). Consequently, the interbank deposits turnover 
increased when the banks source of funding was less volatile. Moreover, the liquidity in interbank deposits 
market lowered when the foreign banks narrowed their activity after the global financial crisis inception, 
whilst the enlarging market share of foreign banks prior to October 2008 increased the confidence in banking 
sector. 
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Table 1.  The model estimation results 
 
The dependent variable: INTERBANK_DEP (the daily turnover of interbank deposits) 
 Coefficient t-Statistic Coefficient t-Statistic 
Intercept 0.0054  [0.2344] 0.0068 [0.2921] 
INTERBANK_DEP(-1) -0.3824*** [-3.2942] -0.3671*** [-3.1692] 
LIQUID_ASSETS 0.2511 [0.8266] 0.4466 [1.3611] 
TERM_DEP 0.2107** [2.0528] 0.1961* [1.8959] 
EXCHANGE_RATE 2.5702** [2.3771] 2.3397** [2.0725] 
FOREIGN_BANKS 16.6516** [2.1095] 20.9667** [2.5187] 
VSTOXX -0.0897 [-0.7422] -0.0974 [-0.7996] 
CREDIT_GDP   1.2980 [0.7332] 
FISCAL   -0.5989 [-1.5472] 
     
Number of observations 70  70  
Durbin-Watson stat 1.9952  2.0363  
Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test 
(F-statistic/Probability) 0.9266/0.4013  1.3865/0.2579  
Note: significance levels - 1% ***, 5% **, 10% * 
The empirical results provide evidence of a positive relationship between the exchange rate and interbank 
deposits. The real sector downturn triggered by the financial crisis weakened the confidence in local currency 
and episodes of high banking system liquidity system could determine local currency to depreciate. Regarding 
the macroeconomic variables, they have no significant impact over liquidity in interbank deposits market. 
6. Conclusions 
The liquidity of Romanian interbank deposits market increased significantly prior to Lehman Brothers 
bankruptcy in September 2008, along with a rapid convergence process of local financial system to European 
one. After the global financial crisis inception in September – October 2008, the interbank deposits turnover 
contracted due to liquidity hoarding and lower confidence inside the banking sector. 
Interbank deposits turnover decreased when the foreign banks lowered their share in banking sector. In 
addition, banks heavier reliance on funding term (stable) deposits rather than demand (volatile) deposits 
improved confidence in banks capability to reimburse short term loans. The interbank deposits market appears 
not to be strongly connected, at least in monthly basis, to European financial markets. Macroeconomic 
variables also pose no significant influence on interbank deposits market.  
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Appendix A. The variables description 
ID Name Frequency Source 
INTERBANK_DEP Interbank deposits Monthly  National Bank of Romania (NBR) website 
LIQUID_ASSETS Share of bank liquid assets in total 
assets 
Monthly NBR website 
TERM_DEP Share of term deposits in total 
deposits 
Monthly NBR website 
CREDIT_GROWTH Credit growth ratio Monthly NBR website 
EXCHANGE_RATE The EUR/RON exchange rate Daily NBR website 
FOREIGN_BANKS The market share of foreign banks in 
Romanian banking sector 
Quarterly NBR website 
VSTOXX VSTOXX index Daily www.stoxx.com 
GDP_GROWTH GDP growth ratio Quarterly National Institute of Statistics 
CREDIT_GDP Credit/GDP Quarterly NBR website 
FISCAL Public budget balance Quarterly Ministry of Finance website, NBR website 
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Appendix B. The correlation between the exogenous variables 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 1 0.1190 -0.3574 0.0351 -0.2181 -0.0692 -0.4245 -0.1873 0.2357 
2 0.1190 1 -0.0877 0.2260 -0.1352 -0.2280 -0.1275 0.1839 0.0100 
3 -0.3574 -0.0877 1 0.5369 0.0961 0.1172 -0.0204 0.6239 0.0758 
4 0.0351 0.2260 0.5369 1 -0.0019 0.0636 -0.2425 0.3232 0.0314 
5 -0.2181 -0.1352 0.0961 -0.0019 1 0.0370 0.2958 -0.1559 0.1806 
6 -0.0692 -0.2280 0.1172 0.0636 0.0370 1 0.1729 0.1439 0.0250 
7 -0.4245 -0.1275 -0.0204 -0.2425 0.2958 0.1729 1 -0.0382 -0.4395 
8 -0.1873 0.1839 0.6239 0.3232 -0.1559 0.1439 -0.0382 1 0.0293 
9 0.2357 0.0100 0.0758 0.0314 0.1806 0.0250 -0.4395 0.0293 1 
Note: 1=LIQUID_ASSETS, 2=TERM_DEP, 3=CREDIT_GROWTH, 4=EXCHANGE_RATE, 5=FOREIGN_BANKS, 6=VSTOXX, 
7=GDP_GROWTH, 8=CREDIT_GDP, 9=FISCAL 
 
